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•This is an annual re-cycling trophy competition, in 
memory of early Spring Greener, Ruth Morgan  
•This year it was open to everyone living or studying 
in Wales and the West of England, on any aspect of 
our theme: “The Land” 
•The judges had a very hard task to choose a 
magnificent seven finalists to show at the event 
•Many thanks to all who sent in such a wide range of 
really beautiful and striking photographs 



(1) The Black Mountains from Llangoed Common 



(1) The Black Mountains from Llangoed Common 

Our first finalist is a happy wanderer’s view of what we all love about this part of the 
world: fields; woods; water; a broken sky and mountain scenery: what a fabulous 

landscape, and a fabulous landscape photograph! 

 

Angela Bonner 



(2) Hay Bluff Panorama 



(2) Hay Bluff Panorama 

This is a really interesting modern treatment of what for many of us is a familiar and 
favourite spot - a striking and unusual entry, emphasising the wheeling quality of our 

upland views. 

Ben Whittle 



(3) Grounded 



(3) Grounded 

This image reminded us that the future of our land lies with the coming generations. 
All we can do is help them along the way, and care for the earth, until they learn how 

best to walk upon it.  

Dominic Lemoine 



(4) Boundaries 



(4) Boundaries 

The photographer tells us this was “taken late afternoon during mid-winter on the 
Begwyns, looking toward the Radnorshire Hills. It was the textures, shapes and play 
of the low but warm winter sun that took my eye... then how fallen leaves still hung 
onto the fence, despite the exposed location. The natural leaves could not pass this 

man-made object.”  

Ian Foster 

A really powerful composition, 
which we felt would also appeal 
to the many old trespassers 
amongst us.  
 



(5) Mr Price 



(5) Mr Price 

A faded check shirt with an old woollen tie, a torn and stained cloth jacket, 
traditional flat cap, weather-beaten skin – one of the dwindling old generation of 

land workers on both sides of the border. Mr Price was a water bailiff and 
smallholder of Leominster. We have been told little else, and yet this great 

monochrome portrait says so much about him and his peers.  

Brian McEvoy 

In a quite unexpected 
post-script, one of our 
visitors to the fair seemed 
to recognise Mr Price, 
partly by his tractor - upon 
which he used to take his 
wife shopping, riding in 
the trailer.  

He also remembered that Mr Price used a bicycle when he 
went to the shops alone. We introduced them to the 
photographer and they swapped reminiscences, as both 
had been  Mr Price’s neighbours, without knowing each 
other before. Brian even had a photo of Mr Price’s bike! 



(6) Borderland 



(6) Borderland 

The note that came with this brilliantly sun-lit upland was “a field, some trees and a 
mountain:  Olchon Valley, Herefordshire”.  It didn’t really need any more description. 

Mark Zytynski 



(7) The Meadow 



(7) The Meadow 

Our final finalist is a typical countryside scene; yet surprisingly, a haven for walkers in 
the midst of an urban area; a ripe meadow; a home to small creatures and birds; a 
view of some fine trees; and of course a distant spire.  
 
“Cardiff Met University aims to drain and level Llandaff Meadow for a sports pitch, 
and the Council has approved the planning application, despite overwhelming 
opposition, and an apparent contradiction of conservation policy. The species-diverse 
grassland and wild plants may soon be a sterile football pitch with painted white lines 
and metal goal posts”.   
 
Cardiff Metropolitan University: please be a local hero - not a football hooligan. The 
meadow needs your sympathy. 
 
 

 

Martin Higgins 
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The Judges favourites were combined with our 
Visitors votes, and the most popular image and 

Trophy Winner was... 
 

 “Borderland”  
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Mark Zytynski 
Our Much Enjoyed Runners Up: 

Angela Bonner 
Ben Whittle 

Brian McEvoy 
Dominic Lemoine 

Ian Foster 
Martin Higgins 
 


